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Since a mobile agent has certain properties which supports multiple message forwarding but affects the
reliability certainly, mobile agents for sub servers can be a substitute as well. Once the sender toggles the
option of 'send', the multiple messages selected must be sent to the recipients in the order they are selected to
send. Cookies, privacy and cyber security Identity theft in the Internet The strategies of password Terms and
conditions in the software Digital piracy and security Cyber security while downloading files Social
engineering and its importance Software updates and patches and their importance The most well-known
closed vulnerabilities The emergency actions after hacking The main causes of cyber crimes Biometrics and
cyber security The unified user profiles, their advantages and dangers Further reading:. Gateways in Mobile
Agent Server can be used for the store and forward technique. Messages will be selected in an order and the
recipients' numbers are be added. The policy of installing applications to the phones and tables Security
measures in Windows, Unix and MacOS Encrypting viruses Loss of data and its restoration The process of
authentication The ways of network intrusion and their detection and prevention Itsand security measures The
most prominent pandemics of cyber viruses White hat and black hat hackers: who are they? One such facility
in our mobiles is forwarding of messages to people for fun or for awareness or when we want more number of
people to know about something. The mobiles have the facility to forward a single message to multiple
destinations. Phishing and scam in the Internet Social networks and digital security Revenge porn and
blackmailing in the Internet What is firewall and how it helps to protect the network? People need to perform
their tasks The digital security is a constantly changing field, but maybe, with some proper updating and
modification, they will inspire you to make an awesome paper. The proposal is forwarding multiple messages
to multiple destinations at the same time. People need to perform their tasks for informing, contacting and
keeping an up to date of whatever is going around them. If the network is busy and any message is not
received by any of the recipient then the Mobile Agent Server will locate the address from the MA Client and
establish connectivity again and then forwards the message. It can either be based on the messages like one by
one message must first be sent to the recipients thus all the messages selected reaches the recipient 1 then all
the messages will be sent to the next recipient 2 and so on or message 1 is sent to all the recipients and
message 2 is sent to all the recipients and so on.


